
PERFORMANCE WHERE IT COUNTS

Every aspect of your design should be 
flawless. When you specify Tred-MOR rubber 
carpet cushion, it will be – for years to come.

Only the original Tred-MOR Dubl-STIK system has been proven 

to perform. Scientific studies confirm carpet appearance can be 

preserved and useful life extended when protected by a properly 

engineered premium-density rubber carpet cushion. Since 1961, 

engineers at SCI have been refining and improving performance 

qualities of cushion to prevent premature carpet failure. 

Independent tests show Tred-MOR carpet cushion dramatically 

reduces carpet wear.

Tred-MOR cushion and the Dubl-STIK system installation 

procedures were developed by SCI, a Leggett & Platt company. 

SCI manufactures Tred-MOR rubber cushion in 22 – 33 lb. density 

(flat profile) to provide maximum carpet protection and to extend 

carpet’s useful life. Dubl-STIK installation unifies carpet, cushion, 

and floor to preserve carpet appearance. Tred-MOR cushion, when 

installed following the Dubl-STIK system, has been shown to reduce 

carpet pile compaction by up to 62% when compared to direct glue. 

Improved appearance retention extends the useful life of the carpet 

and reduces replacement costs. The cost associated with the Tred-

MOR Dubl-STIK system self-liquidates while the savings generated 

by the system add significantly to reducing carpet replacement 

budgets. Over 100 million square yards have been installed using 

the Tred-MOR Dubl-STIK system since 1985.

Preserves appearance, extends 
carpet life, and reduces cost.

Compare the difference. 
In a comparison test of carpet protected by 
Tred-MOR carpet cushion vs. carpet without 
cushion, the Tred-MOR was still performing 
at 100,000 cycles. The carpet without 
cushion was crushed at 23,000 cycles. That’s 
over four times more life with added comfort 
and no carpet ugly-out. (10,000 cycles equal 
one year normal wear.)

The Tred-MOR Dubl-STIK system of installation allows 
quick and easy fabrication of borders, inserts, and logos. 
Uneven borders, common to “stretch-in” methods, are 
eliminated with the Tred-MOR Dubl-STIK system.
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CARPET TESTED – 28 oz. commercial loop pile
CUSHION TESTED – Tred-MOR 2580 .25”
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